07.09.2012
10th meeting of SEEOWG Bursa Turkey
Contries present:
BUL, CRO, CYP, ITA, ROU, SRB, TUR, MDA, MKD, MNE
Zoran Milovanovic welcomed all of you in our jubilary 10th meeting.
We started in Dospat in Bulgaria 2008, Good to see all of you her. 10 countries present, only Greece is
missing.
In Banya luka at 9th meeting were made new elections, Konstantin Koynov again elected as secretary
general. Tatiana Kalenderoğlu-vice president, Damir Gobec- vice presedent.
Intorduction of Valentin Garkov, IOF ski commission member and Maria Silvia Viti as IOF Council
member.
We will try to be really officient while our work.
Reports and presentation about coming activities:
Approoving the agenda:
1. Calender for 2013 for meeting and seminars.
March 1-3, meeting in Cheasinau. Everybody should be prepared well in advanced and try to join
us.
21-29 Jan. Borovetz, Bulgaria, ski-o training camps and competitions.
Need to up to date Event calender. We did not recieve all info from all countries, please add as
much as possible, preferably WRE.
BUL: asked about the possibility to check dates of SEEOC , not to be at the same time with WCup.
Kirill Nikolov said that he wants to participate, but he can not. We can check more carefully in
future.
Report about seminar 2012. Zoran Milovanovic.
April 2012: Seminer in BIH, IOF helped us to do this clinic. I already thanked IOF for the help.
Good and fruitfull seminar. Good and tourist place with the map. It was organizerd with help of
mounteneering orienteering federation. Hope that very soon we will have BIH as oficial IOF
country.
Report about seminar 2012. Cyprus, Michel Savydes.
Orienteering in Cyprus are stil in very primitive stage. With the future seminer we are tring to get
peopler for running clubs attracted. It is difficult to make the maps and pay for that.
We are trying to make a simple events and not to scare people with very difficult distances in the
deep forest.
ZM: we are trying to rase an expirience people. We get a help from IOF for that seminar.
We need help from experience countries. The report about the seminar will be at the March
meeting.
Situation in Moldova:
Viktor Litvinov: We are working on organizing the meeting, seminer facilities.

All countries must try to send at least one respresentative to this meeting.
In invitation you have all details including accommodation and travel details.
If you want something to be discussed at the meeting think about it now, have a more time to
think about the matter.
Speech of Valentin Garkov . IOF ski-o commition
In our group he is responsible for ski orienteering. Short presidention.
What is needed:
Snow-special maps-organisers -competitors-map holder
Major Competition is ESOC, JWOC in Latvia and WSOC ski orienteering in Kazakstan.
21-29 Jan. Development seminar, trainings , events.
31 Jan-04 Feb competitions.
Our goal is inclusion to Olympics 2022-2026 with sprint and mixed sprint relay.
Advertisment movie was shown.
VG: we prepared a new system touch free for SKI-O. The future of ski-o iwith touch free system,
totaly new look of a Sport.
In our group only ITY, BUL and Romania doing ski o regulary
MSV: we need more countries and more participants to be abnle to join Olymics.
SG: with ski o tour you can visit 4 countris.
It is already in universiade as well. Ski –o tour are growing competitions in ski –o.

Damir Gobec: for a few years we did not have snow, and now we switched on TrailO
Aim of Croat federation. We have expirience now there.
If you give us some datas, which are the best for you and we willl try to help orginizes clinics.
TK: We had trail o seminer in July, help with the help of Owe Fredholm.
30 participnats joined this seminar.
ZM: 3rd SEEOC and 2nd SEEMOC competitions in Romania.
Website is working and bulletin 1 is ready.
Report from Todor Pedev, EA for SEEOC2013
I visited Kalimashti this April. Checked accommodation facilities, they are god places and low
prices. We met the mayor, but it will be election. Thinkgs might change. Also I visited all the
arenas. Bulletin 1 is published. Map maker working now. The maps will be ready in October.
I visited places for opening and prize givinig ceremony.
Romanian organizers: we got more exact prices for accommodation.
We are thinking to organizes Latin cup at the same time. The second bulletin will be issued at the
end of September.
Report from Tomislav Varnica, EA for SEEOC2014
Tomislav Varnica, two months ago I visited Sebian organizers.
I ask for approval for the group to have a sprint at the 4 plavrs.

When I was there the govenor were present. We have preiminary agreements.

Since appointment of organiser goverment already changed a few times.
Organizer agreed with mapmakers.
Milovan Markovic:
Presentation for SEEOC 2014 event
At the end of the meeting presedent of SEEOWG Zoran Milovanovic rased a quetion that now it
is really a time to become official institution. ZM asked federations to think about it and share
their opinion during next meeting in Moldova.
To be an official institutaion will bring official rights to us, possibility to axess EU fonds for Youth
development and Sport.

